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VALUES VERSUS REALITY

My introduction into the world as "teacher" happened two years ago on my first stage. I

went to visit the teacher and students I would be working with the week before I was to spend

three weeks in their classroom. I returned to the university honified and in tears. I did not want

to return to that classroom. The teacher terrified me. I could not image how the students in her

class felt.

My first three weeks as a "teacher" were spent consolin g, tryrngto make the students feel

valued and safe while I was feeling insecure and uncomfortable. I had never been in the

classroom as the authority figure and spoke to my host teacher about my insecurities. Her reply

was ,,be a b**ch like me and you'll have no behavioural problems." From this reply, I knew I

was on my own.

My second ten-week stage was with a kindergarten class and my experience in that

classroom was wonderflil. Connie was the warmest, kindest, and most loving teacher. She

started the day with hugs or handshakes from the students because she felt these told her what

each student's day would be like and how she should approach them. This was a teacher who

was in touch with children's emotional side and had created an environment where the children

felt safe to explore and grow.

These two, very different experiences, have had a tremendous impact on me as a teacher'

I am committed to never being a b**ch and to creating the type of environment which allows

children the freedom to explore and grow. These experiences are what led me to be sensitive to

the environment I create in my classroom.

I think Brandt (Igg7) summed up the differences between these two teachers:



... the best teachers lcnow that kids learn more readily when they are

emotionallv involved in the lesson because emotion drives attention,

which drives learning and memory. Teachers lcnow that emotion is

important; they just don't always lcnow what to do about it.

I really believe that the emotional part of students must be addressed before the

intellectual. Therefore, I feel it is extremely important to be one of the teachers who know what

to do about it.

VALIIES TO LIVE B\

Inexperienced, nervous, unprepared, excited, I faced my class of 13 students. I was

teaching z\oh,part of the language arts program, in a small school. All the classrooms were

occupied; therefore, my class was held in a corner of the library. This was definitely not the

ideal learning environment.

In the first week eight students from the French system transferred to our school. All

eight of these students were in grade two or three and were in my class. My class quickly grew to

2 1 students and I was given more time, 56Yo, to work with them and by the end of September, we

were given a classroom.

By the end of the first week of schoollrealized that the students I was working with had

a strong dislike for school. Th.y would say things like may day may day when I asked them to

do any reading or writing activity, I can't read/write, and I hate readinglwriting. I needed to find

awayto change their attitudes and subsequently improve their skills since 11 out of the 21

students were non-readers and all but two of the others were reading below level as shown on the

Durrell, a test of reading fluency and comprehension. The students had no idea how to read-
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thought that this kind of program would help me to create the type of environment that would

help foster a positive attitude toward learning.

A couple months into the school year I was discouraged. I was still hearing from the

children that they hated virtually everything at school including physical education and art. I

walk slowly down the hall with the weight of the world on my shoulders. Should I be a teacher?

Can I give these children what they need and deserve? As I walk into Brenda's (my critical

friend,s) room, she is sitting at her desk. She stops, looks up and asks how things are going?

This was all I needed to open up and share my frustration and insecurities with her. She listens

without judgement and responds by telling her own story. This dialogue continues and I

gradually feel the tension leaving my body. I felt reassured, capable of moving forward.

The above is the perfect example of my interpretation of what a positive learning

environment means: An environment where I feel safe to express myself openly and honestly ' ' '

whereIcanal lowmysel f tobevulnerablewithl imitedfear. . .peelawaythelayersofmysel f ' ' '

exposure, acceptance, validation . . . aplace where I can grow as a person and as a professional'

The above example is what Jean Clandinin, at the ITCR (1999), called laying stories side by side

which does not lead to answers but affirmation and more possibilities.

In our discussion Brenda told me that she thought that there was a discrepancy between

what the children were saying and what we were seeing in the classroom. They said they hated

things but once they had begun the task they seemed to enjoy themselves. ( Old habits die hard')

This is when I began having the students write in a reflective buddyjournal, as Brenda had

suggested. In this journal they were allowed to express things they disliked, enjoyed, or thought

needed to be improved on in the buddy program. It was in this joumal that I began seeing that
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many of the students actually enjoyed taking part in reading buddies. I gave them a place to have

a voice: a place where what they had to say was really valued'

The students were having difficulty, at times, getting their buddy to listen and work' So

we began sharing some of the difficulties and the successes we were having and how to solve

some of the problems. The students shared a great deal and began helping each other solve

problems. I also shared. Many of the problems the students were having with their grade one

buddy were the same problems I had in the classroom. A real sense of community was

developing in the classroom'

CLAIMS AND EVIDENCE

The Books and Buddies program is a highly structure multi sensory program which

integrates reading, writing, and sperling together. Each Grade 1 student was paired with a Grade

2 or 3tutor. The dyads remained together for one third of the school year.

The students are introduced to the program through a variety of short workshops whereby

they learn how to work together. These workshops include how to sit side by side, how to share

a book, how to greet your buddy, and various other which focus on academic and social skills'

During these workshops the students role-played and discussed possible situations which could

arise, such as partner isn't listening or sitting properly'

The dyads were divided into two groups, half meeting in either Brenda or my room fot 25

minutes a day. They forlowed a structured routine as shown on the attached sheet' The

activities also changed slightly throughout the year as the students gained more reading skills'

For exampre, at the beginning of the year all the pairs were reading the same book which we

practice in class. By the end of the year the students were choosing their own books to read'



In addition to the daily meetings, the children wrote letters to each other weekly' The

Grade 213 wrote to their Grade 1 buddy Tuesday night and shared their letters with their buddy

on wednesday. The process was reversed for wednesday night and rhursday'

I believe this program, which allowed my students the space to take risks and learn with

their buddy, helped my students see reading as a cha[enge which they could meet'

f f iTheBooIcsandBuddiesProgramhelpedtofosteraposit iveatt i tudetolvard

learning.

Evidence:

1. Students' Journals and Comments

I like my new buddy. we work well together. She is my friend. I like reading with my buddy'

She always points at the words when I read. She is a good buddy'

Although this is not a direct quote from one student's iournal, it is what I was reading in many

of the students'io@



2.T eacher O bs ervations

I really saw the improvement in my students' attitudes in March when a new student arrived in

my classroom. She was having difficulty reading. when she came to read to me she said "I

can,t read, it,s too hard." It was at this time that I sat back and realizedthatl hadn't heard

those words in such a long time. The students had come so far. They were saying things like

,,don,t tell me that word I can figure it out myself." one girl's public speech was titled 'I Love

Books., one student's mother came into school one daywith her son and told me that last

yearhe would fake sick to stay home but today he didn't feel well and wanted to come to

school. These students had come to like school and had developed confidence in themselves'

As the year progressed, the students were anxious to get to work with their buddy' They took

their roles as teacher seriously and were excited when they saw progress in their buddy's work'

Some did not realizethat they too were improving their skills by helping their little buddy'

One student at the end of the yearasked if we would be doing buddies again next year' I told

them that half of them would be staying in my classroom and would do buddies' I heard many

students say "I want to stay and do buddies again."



3. A photo

This picture shows the type of enjoyment that the students had during buddies and the type of

relationships that developed between buddies. This picture also shows the results of our

sharing in the classroom. Brittany was having difficulty getting her buddy to focus on the

book while she was reading. The solution which came out of our sharing was that Brittany

would put her affn around her buddy to help her buddy become more focussed' The tlpe of

sharing that was occurring between the students would not have happened if they did not feel

comfortable with one another. Furthermore, this is an example that these students were

themselves conducting action research into their practices with their reading buddy'



I believe that students must be active participants

more connections to prior knowledge and therefore more

with the constructivist view of learning: Children learn

meaning from experience (Abruscato, 1996)'

This is why I challenged my students to generate as many ways

help their little buddy figure out a word when they got stuck' This also

9

in their own learning in order to make

meaning. This belief is in accordance

as a result of their personal generation of

as they could think of to

challenged them to think

about what they do or could do to decode unfamiliar words. I was astonished at how

comprehensive their list was'

,r^r^ * Providing opportunities for students to generate reading strategies improved

their attitude toward reading'

Evidence:

1. Teacher Observations

I asked the class periodically what strategies they used to help them figure out words they did

not know and which they could use to help their buddy learn to read. I recorded these' I had

told the students that last year lvlrs. Braun's grade three class had found ten ways that helped

them. This made the students eager to furd more ways to decode words. Some days a student

would come in and ask: Is this strategy on the list? our list grew and gradually, with some

reinforcement, the students began using strategies suggested by others and showing their

buddies some of the strategies too'
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2. The StrategY List

The students beginning approaches to reading included I can't read, I hate reading, it's too

hard, and the sole strategy of sounding words out. I think this list of strategies is quite

comprehensive and speaks for itself'

o gound it out

. look at the Picture

o gkiP it and go back

. look for a little word in a big word

cut the word in half

break it into sYllables

. look in the dictionary

give them the beginning sound

wait five seconds and tell the word

look for a sPelling Pattern

think of a rhYming word

3. Students'Journals

Reading can teach you to write. I love library books because they ore funny' some are sad'

The more you read the better you get. Reading helps you in life. Bool<s are special to people

in some way. It makes peopre smarter. They have special things inside them. lYhenyot't

practice it helps you so you can read better. I think Kevin likes to read books because they are

interesting to him. The more you reacl the better you like it. Inhen you read a book, you learn

about feelings. Yott have t' P"'tt" Y""' t
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L.""r*g to ,.ud ir u rortrplex task. In order to be able to construct meaning from text

children must be able to recogn ize many words automatically. Therefore, when children are able

to decode words attention can be focussed on creating meaning. For children who develop these

skills reading is rewarding and fun which leads them to read more. However, for children that

struggle with these skills reading can be frustrating. These children would do anything to avoid

reading a book (Allen, 1 998). This is the student whom I had in my class. Very few had

developed decoding skills and for most reading was a frustrating task to be avoided.

The difference between skilled and poor readers is called the Matthew Effects. The

implications of the "Matthew Effect" can be seen in the study by Juel (1988, as cited in Allen,

l99g) who found,,the probability that a child would remain a poor reader at the end of fourth

grade iflXrrild was a poor reader at the end of first graiewas .88." This is not what I wanted

for my student{. I was determined to do everything to help them develop their decoding skills

and overcome the frustration they had with reading.

\

I think this shows an understanding of the importance of reading while integrating some ideas

of how to learn to read.

Claim #3 The change in students' attitude improved their reading scores.

Evidence:

L. Test Scores

Each student was tested using the Dunell, a test of reading fluency and comprehension, at the

beginning of the year and again in June. All of the kids were readers. All but three of the

students improved by a grade level and many improved by much more. See the attached for a

more detailed description of the results.
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2. One Student's DeveloPment

In May, the one student who had berieved strongry all year that he hated all aspects of school'

came up to me and said ,,I,m a good writer." I knew then that his attitude was changing and he

was opening himself up to learning. I had finally reached the last student in the classroom'

Although it was late in the year and he had developed limited skills, he really began to

improve in those last few weeks'

3. A Parent's Comment

Last yearl had to fight with my child every day to do her homework. She would kick and

scream and refuse to do it. This year she will sit with her little brother and read to him (her

little brother is also a little buddy) and then he reads to her' It is nice not to have to fight with

her and her reading has come a long way this year. She has really gotten a boost' Thank-yott'

THEIMPLICATIONSoFTVIYRESEARCH

I think the Books and Buddies program which was developed by Brenda Braun and Betty

Kreuger is varuable for many crassroom teachers. Beffy and Brenda have researched its

effectiveness with second ranguage rearners and found it to be a great success' vicky has looked

into the social aspects of the program and found that it fosters positive relationships and

behaviours. Finally, I have investigated the program's usefulness in fostering a positive attitude

toward learning in a class of non readers and found it to be valuable' The program has been used

at various age levels. It began as a grade three class teaching a grade two class and now has

incorporated grade two teaching a grade one and the grade one teaching kindergarten'
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/
I believe, that in combination, the research that has been done shows the usefulness of

this program in virtually any classroom. It is important for teachers who would like to develop a

program such as this to adapt it to fit the needs of their students'

Next year,at Sherbrooke Elementary, vicky and Betfy will each be working with new

partners to include four classes of students working on this program. I will also be working with

a new partner. Brenda is moving to Edmonton and I am sure will use an adapted version of the

program with the students she teaches there. As we bring in new people, I am sure there will be

new findings about the usefulness of the program and more adaptations made.

For teachers who have students with limited skills, my research might lead them to

question why. By answering that question they can tackle the cause rather than the symptorns of

poor skiils.

Finally, my research has many implications for myself as a beginning teacher' These are

discussed in the next section'

MY PROFES SIONAL DEVELOPMENT

I presented at the IcTR in April, not really knowing until after listening to the keynote

speaker, Jean clandinin, that what I had done was similar to action research' It was at this time

that I rearizedthat I belonged at this conference. Prior to the conference I was feeling a little

unsure of whether or not, I, a first year teacher, had anything of value to contribute' I realized

that attending the conference had a great deal of value for me and as things progressed and I

talked with other teachers I felt more comfortable, I felt safe'

It was during Jean clandinin's speech that I realized that what I had been researching all

year was how to change my students' negative attitude toward leaming. It was also at this
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conference that rrealized the strength and value of the relationship that I had developed with

Brenda. Karen and Janice spoke of the openness to vulnerability and shared stories and

emotions. This is exactly the type of relationship Brenda and I had developed. we were more

than colleagues. she was my critical friend and mentor.

I returned to school to continue my investigation into action research and what I had done

in my classroom. At that time, I thought I had conducted action research; however, after doing

some reading on action research (McNiff, Lomax, and whitehead,rgg6; Ghaye& Ghaye, 1998) I

rcalizethat I have not conducted a realaction research project. I did not go through the full

process of action research. I did not systematically investigate my own actions called informed

action. I also had no preset plans called intentional action (McNiff et a1', 1996)' I did not

consciously go through the four step cycle of planning, acting, observing, and reflecting (Ghaye

& GhaYe, 1998).

on the other hand, I discussed this with Judy who told me that she had taken an action

research course whereby she was required to reflect back and deconstruct her practice' This

process, at McGill Universlty was considered action research'

Either w'y, I believe that I have grown tremendously from looking back on what

transpired in my classroom last year. It was not until I sat down to write this that I could ftilly

appreciate the value of a reflective journal. A journal would have helped me tremendously in

telling my story. I feel now that there are many gaps in what transpired, in the emotions, the

difficulties, and the triumphs. Furthermore, it is this process that has led me to want to conduct

action research whereby I systematically and intentionally investigate my own practice and

religiously write in my journal so there are no gaps in my story'
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why is it important for me to do research? What are the implications for my practice? I

listened to all the members of this class share and say how they feel they are just beginning to be

effective teachers because of this method of research. I want to begin my career feeling that I am

an effective teacher because I am a reflective practitioner and an action researcher' I want to

develop these skills now so that I am driven to constantly and systematically improve what I am

doing. I think this will have a profound effect on my practice and my view of myself as a

teacher. I want to be able to look back on my practice and feel satisfied that I did my best'

I think the key to be able to look back and say I did my best is reflection' As Douillard

and Hamilton (1999) stated "Reflection is affected bythe individual, who sometimes looks

closely and at other times takes a broader view. Through reflection we can look deep or stay on

the surface.,, This is also similar to what clandinin (1999) referred to as telling "real or cover

stories.,, I believe this year I opened myself up to being vulnerable with Brenda' I was able to

look closely at my practice and share real stories with her. However, Brenda is moving and this

leaves me with a fear of not finding someone to be able to critically and honestly look at my

practices with.

This process of critically looking at my values and my practice has led me to understand

how deeply what I believe influences my teaching and consequently my students' Therefore' to

be an effective teacher I must know myself well. As Palmer (1998) states:

...teaching holds a mirror to the sottl. If I am wilting to look in that mirror

and not runfromvvhat I see, I have a chance to gain self-lmowledge and

lmowing myself is as qucial to good teaching as knowing my students and

my subjects. (P.2)
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I know that I have only just begun to look closely at what I believe and what I have lived

in my in-classroom place. However, I do see the vital importance of taking the time to reflect

and to do so honestly. I hope to continue this process of reflection on what has occuned in the

classroom with the children. I think that hearing their voices are just as important as finding my

own.

one thing that I have rcalizedby reading some of Connelly and Clandinin (1999) is that

although I am quite comfortable with how I have lived my story in my in-classroom place, I am

unhappy with my reluctance to speak up in the out-of-classroom place. At the school where I

teach the emphasis is placed on technology. I believe technology is important but when many of

the students in the school have limited language skills I think the emphasis should be on helping

students become literate prior to becoming computer literate'

why did I say nothing? It was my first teaching position and I was too busy trying to

please in order to get hired back next year. I was living a contradiction. I believe that the

students should be the central focus of any decisions made at school yet I sacrificed what I

believe to be best for them in order to tryto secure myself a job. well, I have myposition for

next year and I have made a promise to myself that my voice will be heard at staff meetings next

yeat.

The act of going through this process with such a small group of supporlive and blooming

teacher researchers has been inspiring, to say the least. I have gained more confidence in myself

as shown in my promise to speak up and be heard next year. My confidence is also shown from

my reali zationthat my greatest fear next year was not having Brenda there to guide me, not

having a critical friend, someone who I can be honest and vulnerable with' I now feel that I am
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capable of showing someone new how the Books and Buddies Program works' I am also

determined to search out someone, maybe JoAnne, to share my real stories with'

I think I have become aware of the necessity to live what I believe in my practice and in

the greater school community in order to be at my best for myself and my students' Thank-you

for such a wonderful opportunity for a beginning teacher and a pre-beginning teacher researcher

to share my experiences and to learn from all of yours. Thank-you Jack, for your guidance and

your questions which pushed me forward in my inquiry.

Finally, this process of critically looking atmy practice has led me to many new

questions. prior to taking this course I had decided to examine how I could implement the new

curriculum effectively into a split grade 2/3 class. Although this may still be something I will

struggle with, rrearized that it does not come from inside me. Therefore, I have changed my

focus to something that I value, which is community.

TIIE, NEXT STEP

Next year,I want to continue with the action research process. It was through talking

with JoAnne that I have decided to continue my focus on the colrununity but in a broader context

and in a systematic way. our question is: How can we develop caring individuals whose goals

include ways to contribute something positive to the conlmunity (class, school, town) they live

in? This time I will, in collaboration with JoAnne, follow and adapt an action research model in

order to conduct an action research project. I also hope to be able to bring other teachers from

my school into this or a similar project by sharing with them the process and the benefits'

I have chosen this research question because I had and will have again this year many

children who tended to get into a great deal of trouble on the playground. These students are also
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the ones who were the most difficult to handle in the classroom. I do not believe that children

want to misbehave. I think that if they could develop an understanding of the effects of their

actions on others then there would be fewer difficulties in and out of the classroom. I also think

it is by giving them an active role in making the classroom, school and community a better place

that they will appreciate their place in that community and their ability to change it.

I think I have come full circle. I began my paper by examining the beliefs that I held

which led me to investigate how to change students' attitude toward learning. Now I begin to

examine why I have chosen to investigate how to develop caring individuals.

. . . the best teachers lcnow that children learn more readily when they are

emotionallv involved in the lesson because emotion drives attention, which

drives learning and memory. Teachers know that emotion is important: they

just don't always lcnow what to do about it (Brandt, 1997).
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Books and Buddies Aqenda Term 3
Monday
1. Greet your buddy
2. List all the words that contain the spelling pattern
3. Grade 1 reads while Grade 213 pornts
4. Grade 213 reads while Grade I points
5. Clean-up and say good-bye

Tuesday
1. Greet your buddy
2. Grade 213 asks Grade 1 to spell a word from the spelling pattern list
3. Grade 1 asks Grade 213 to spell a word from the spelling pattern list
4. Grade 1 reads while Grade 2/3 points
5. Grade 213 reads while Grade 1 points
6. Processing form
l. Clean-up and say good-bye

Wednesday
1. Greet your buddy
2. Grade 2/3 asks Grade 1 to spell a r,vord from the spelling pattern list
3. Grade 1 asks Grade 213 to spell a word from the spelling paftern list
4. Grade 213 reads buddy letter to Grade 1
5. Grade 1 reads rvhile Grade 2/3 points
6. Grade 213 reads while Grade 1 points
7. Look for words r.vith spelling pattern in newspaper
8. Clean-up and say good-bye

Thursday
1. Greet your buddy
2. Grade 2/3 asks Grade 1 to spell a word from the spelling pattern list
3. Grade 1 asks Grade 213 to spell a word from the spelling pattern list
4. Grade 1 reads buddy letter to Grade 213
5. Grade 1 reads while Grade 2/3 points
6. Grade 213 reads while Grade 1 points
7. Clean-up and say good-bye

Friday
1. Greet yow buddy
2. Grade 213 asks Grade I to spell a word from the spelling pattern list

3. Grade I asks Grade 213 to spell a word from the spelling pattern list
4. Grade 1 reads while Grade 2/3 points
5. Grade 213 reads while Grade 1 points
6. Processing form
7. Clean-up and say good-bye and have a good week-end



XXl

Grade 2

SB

JC

KC

CF

IF

KJ

BL

RP

AS

JS

WS

NT

MV

Grade 3

MC

SJ

MM

KS

SS

BV

Result of the Dunell

September

NON-READER

NON-READER

1M

NON-READER

NON-READER

2L

1L

NON-READER

NON-READER

NON.READER

].{ON-READER

3H

NON-READER

1H

1H

1M

NOT TESTED

1L

NON-READER

June

2L

1L-

2L

1H

1H

3L

2L

3L

1L+

2L-

2L

4H++

2L

2M

2M

2M

3M

3L

2L
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\l"JNf rN,x
CN Of . ? "/'U t.*o.rienced, nervous, unprepared, excited, I faced my class of 13 students F l llo vt; zr'-'<-

"Slb)r,l,n 
quished together in a comer of the library. This was g"fpg$y*:|jlff{:f;{ t.:ffife-*-t(r r ,:Ks ,

iJv I\ environment. HoW was I to create a sense of communlty ln thls small area '#wnen r
, vo\ ! 

only saw thedtAfflddYfa day? By the end of the first week of school I realized that the

., 
n \r 

- students I was working with had a strong dislike for school. They would say things like

Z/;rnuy-day may-day,I can't read/write, and I hate reading/writing. I needed tofnd araray 
-vc*j

,/ .n-\, change their attitudes and subsequently improve their skills since I.1 out of the 21 . c, a'.',

./ ,^r students were non-readers and all but two of ihe others were reading below lev"l. tr}?\ j${*;<

n \U ' ^ 
I \ rr *" #tti"iil;;;,? il*; ";rr"t"'.i* *r,r' Brenda on a Books "'J n'all.' *;pftff1;e

\yt ,S't'',$t;;;il *as designed to develop ,""uaing and social skills through peer tutdiG.!$.:"a"t
J,\J", 

^ N'i thought that this program accompanied with a great deal of encouragement and praise,,rj4.,z(_io

fo ^i!-, 
fun activities in the classroom, and.little homeyo* Jv3utA 

help to improve the studentsu[.," 
f,^ d\ tV , Iun acuvlues ln ule classrourll '  i4rlu l l l lrE r.LurrlEwvrN wtrur\r rrery rv uulJrv'v

t" 
, $y,/ view of scfqol.(Why I alsigned little homework is linked to one of the reasons the 1al-*^ "

c)YC"'7 .r'ira'.,f.dsr\it8{st't'3fi "
./ Alew months into the school year I was discouraged. I was still hearing from the

children that they hated virrually everything at school including physical education and

art. I ,Ciscussed this with Brenda and she thought that there was a discrepancy befween
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Listening to Children's Voices e ,1\\i 
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f )
Inexperienced, neryous, unprepared, excited, I faced my cliss of 13 itudents who

were rqrrurh.d together in a corner of the library. This was definitely not the ideal

learning environment. How was I to create a sense of community, asafe place where

children could learn and take risks, in this small areawhen I only saw the students for an

hour a day? By the end of the first week of schooll realized that the students I was

working with had a strong dislike for school. They would say things like may day

Mayday, I can't read/write, and I hate reading/writing. I needed to find away to change

their attitudes and subsequently improve their skills since 1 1 out of the 21 students were

L(Qrt'^ ,non-readers and all but two of the others were reading below level.
- 

'[4 41C Why is the sense of community important to me? Where does this value

dinorut"r' ls a child I remember being very curious and always feeling comfortable

.*p-to.ittg my environment when a family member was nearby. I was the youngest of

eight children so there was always someone around. I also remember when I was in

, .oade 2.the teacher would read io us and then ask questions' I had difficulty making

? i;;" oisomething which I have not read myself. I did not feel comfortable during these

1I ,i-.r and would often fake illness during these times. I did not feel safe enough to risk

I p.ouiai"g an answer that may not be correct. It is based on these and other experiences

\ n it ut I iru* developed a strong beliefthat children must feel safe in their environment and

* jW *ith tt o.. arounithem before any real leaming takes place. Is this also a claim?

\ C 
t 

,ylJ ioo' my class grew to 21 itudents and I was given more time to work with them.

(V" *\ 
ofl*tu, at this time thut I b"g- collaborating with Brenda on a Books and Buddies

,Yt tiv ,li"r"*". *rrich was designid to deveiop t"udirrg and social skills through peer tutoring'
' 
\k' , ;0 i,rrir*rrr *ir., this progrim accompanied with a great deal of encouragement and praise,

U N,(\ m 
""ii"iti.r 

in th. .lirrtoo*, *i littl" ho-ework would help to improve the students

^\\et ui"* orr.noor. ovhy I assigned little homework is linked to one of the reasons the

{ \tl children had learned to disliked school')
}/ 

''- - 
A f.* ,1orrth, into the school year I was discouraged. I was still hearing from the

at . children that they hated virhrally every4hing at school including physical education and
',ol0f 

{t*t^ i air.urred ihis with Brenda and she thought that there was a discrepancy between
tZ 

Wduirt. 
"frifat"" 

*.re saying and what we were seeing in the classroom' They said they

^S- 
;ft ;i"*; but once they had begun the task they seemed to enjoy themselves' ( old

. *S\, it"fi" ar.-n-a.) This is when I began having the students wdte in abuddy journal, as

. ilutu I\" ;;il" t'ud ;dgested. In this journal they wLe allowed to express things thev disliked'

. \J) *"\tro;, ;; th":t:gh, needed to Le improved on in the buddv program' It was in this

.t.(-S\10,y;;;a,h; i;.g* seeing that many of the students acruatly enjoyed taking part in

;il:Ut $."ar"-itaai"rf I gu.',. ti"m u pluce to have a voice' They were having difficultv' at

V" \ \ -iil;#;their6uddy to tisten and work. So we began sharing some ofthe

N[d ,t0 iilit"iri,i"r 
-a 

the successes we were having and how to solve some of the problems'

V tlt\ i;;il"* rhared a great deal and began helping each othersolve problems' I also
t 

t ,/ -7,rr*"il-Ira*v 
"r,rte 

piobtems the students weie having with their grade one buddy were
Y.. 

,fr" ,urn. t-ifems I had in the classroom. A real sense of community was developing in

f  r l lC' \ r td{  r r r fc.  o^ \ in l ldr ' t i





(ti'u i
the classroom.[C*C -^^^^-^?f-) [-^*

I really saw the improveme"dftr my students' attitudes in March when a new
student arrived in my classroom. She was having difficulty reading. When she came to
read to me she said "I can't read, it's too hard." It was at this time that I sat back and
realized that I hadn't heard those words in such a long time. The students had come so
far. They were saying things like "don't tell me that word I can figure it out myself."
One gful's public speech was titled 'I Love Books.' The students had really begun to
understand what reading was about had developed confidence as readers (see reading
strategies and what is reading). This confidence was apparent after we tested their
reading ability again in June. A11 of the kids were readers. (Support formy claim?)

I knew I had done my job in May when the one student who had believed strongly
all year that he hated all aspects of school, came up to me and said "I'm a good writer." I
knew then that he had opened himself up to learning.

I reported the effects of the reading buddy program on a group of non-readers at
the ITCR in April, not really knowing until after listening to the keynote speaker, Jean
Clandinin, that what I had done was action research. It was at this time that I realized
that I should be at this conference. Prior to the conference I was feeling a little unsure of
whether or not I, a first year teacher, had anything of value to contribute. Irealized that
attending the conference had a great deal of value for me and as things progressed and I
talked with other teachers I felt more comfortable, I felt safe.o_.,r (-LrI7

I returned to school to continue collecting data on mylabtion research project, I
could call it that now that I knew what action research was. Although I have done things
backwards, I feel that I have enough evidence to support my claim that it is only once
children feel safe in their environment that real leaming takes place.

It was not until I sat down to write this that I could fully appreciate the value of a
reflective journal. A journal would have helped me tremendously in telling my story. I
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t'R\[,'*bft:ffiG,Nt\ ' . <y; - -Lirt.r,ir,!ui cr,itar"n'. voices and My own lnner Voice

' 
'vC\Y'' 

hexperienced, nervous, unprepared, excited, I faced my class of 13 students who

A\f'a?' were squashed together in a comer of the library. This was definitely not the ideal
.J' leaming environment. How was I to create a sense of community, a safe place where

children could leam and take risks? By the end ofthe fust week of school I realized that
the students I was working with had a strong dislike for school. They would say things
ike may day may duy,I can't read/write, and I hate reading/writing. I needed to find a
ay to change their attitudes and subsequently improve their skills since 1 1 out of the 21

students were non-readers and all but two of the others were reading below level as
shown on the Durrell, a test of reading fluency and comprehension. The sfudents had

l/ t know idea how to read. Some were relying on the sole strategy of sounding out words
il\y while others did not even have this skitl.

Consciously I set a goal to improve the students attitude toward leaming but I did
not ask an action research question. However, in hindsight my action research question
would be: How can I create an environment that will foster a positive attitude toward 

ftt"daleaming in my students?
In order to understand why I had set this goal I must answer this question: Why is fgC\JLnq

the sense of commr.rnity and a safe environment important to me? Where do these values C;,-.g C\
originate? As a child I remember being very curious and always feeling comfortable .l ii t^,i,t
exploring my environment when a family member was nearby. I was the youngest of 

-t 
tY t 

^'.- ,-,
eight children so there was always someone around. I also remember when I was in 

^5o\ 
t\ ,,'

grade 2, the teacher would read to us and then ask questions. I had difficulty making LC,i^r"'c-r t t
sense of something which I have not read myself. I did not feel comfortable during th".d -(.^ 

^,. n^.
times and would often fake illness during these times. I did not feel safe enough to 1i5ft :=r t; s tt 

"
providing an answer that may not be correct. It is based on these and other experiences
that I have developed a strong belief that children must feei safe in their environment and
with those around them before any real learning takes place.

Soon my class grew to 21 students and I was given more time to work with them.
It was at this time that I began collaborating with Brenda on a Books and Buddies
program which was designed to develop reading and social skills through peer tutoring.
I thought that this program accompanied with a great deal of encouragement and praise,

fun activities in the classroom, and little homework would help to improve the students
view of school. (Why I assigned little homework is linked to one of the reasons the

children had learned to disliked school.)
t A few months into the school year I was discouraged. I was still hearing from the

children that they hated virtually everything at school including physical education and

art. I walk slowly down the hall with the weight of the world on my shoulders. should I

be a teacher? Can I give these chitdren what they need and deserve? As I walk into

Brenda's room, she is sitting at her desk. She stops, looks up and asks how things are
going? This was all I needed to open up and share my frustration and insecurities with

tt.r. Sh" listens without judgement and responds by telling her own story. This dialoggg--^

-"----"J]ffi-i1.. -1
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At--,,
B+lttanwhile v was readins. The solution which came out of our sharing was that

Brittany would put her ann around her buddy to help her buddy become more focussed.
The fype of sharing that was occurring befween the students would not of happened if
they did not feel comfortable with one another. This is an example that a safe
environment had developed in the classroom. Furthermore, this is an example that these
students were themselves conducting action research into their practices with their
reading buddy.

I really saw the improvement in my students' attitudes in March when a new
student arrived in my classroom. She was having difficulty reading. When she came to
read to me she said "f can't read, it's too hard." It was at this time that I sat back and
realized that I hadn't heard those words in such a long time. The students had come so
far. They were saying things like "don't tell me that word I can figure it out myself."
One girl's public speech was titled 'I.f-ove Books.' The students had really begun to
understand what reading was aboutlHad developed confidence as readers. They had
began using various reading strategies which included looking at the picture for clues,
cutting words in half, looking for little words in big words, and sounding out. They also
had developed an appreciation for how important reading is. The following are examples
of what the children wrote when asked:What is reading?

Reading helps you to write. It is fun. You learn from reading. You get better.
Some books stink. Some books are cool. It is sad. It is special. It is exciting. To
know about it is incredible. It helps people learn. You get smarter.

Sabrina Grade 3
Reading helps you to write. Reading is in your life. You have to learn to read
because if you don't you will not be able to do your groceries. Reading is
important for you. Reading is how you get to go everywhere.

Melyssa Grade 2
These two examples illustrate that the chi l{m,{qtlonly understand the imporlance

of reading but had developed a love for reading!='' Ariother example that the students'

were developing confidence was the test results on the Durrell in June. All of the kids

were readers. All but three of the students improved by a grade level and many improved

by much more.
I knew I had reached my goal in May when the one student who had believed

strongly allyear that he hated all aspects of school, came up to me and said "I'm a good

writer." I knew then that his attitude was changing and he was opening himself up to

learning.
I presented at the ITCR in April, not really knowing until after listening to the

ffi,
[eynote speaker, Jean Clandinin, that rytrelJ yr.?P done was similar to action research- It

was at this time that I realized that I s!ftffi4E ai this conference. Prior to the conference
I was feeling a little unsure of whether or not I, a first year teacher, had anything of value

to contribute. Irealized that attending the conference had a great deal of value for me

and as things progressed and I talked with other teachers I felt more comfortable, I felt

safe.
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continues and I gradually feel the tension leaviog *y body. I felt reassure d, capable of
moving forward.

/ The above it lhp perfect example of my interpretation of what a sens€:of
'c.ommu#for safefufrEans: An environment where I feel safe to express myself openly
and honestly...where I can al1ow myself to be vulnerable with limited fear...peel away the
layers of myself...exposure, acceptance, validation...a place where I can grow as a person

', and as a professional.
' In our discussion Brenda told me that she thought that there was a discrepancy
between what the children were saying and what we were seeing in the classroom. They
said they hated things but once they had begun the task they seemed to enjoy themselves.
( Old habits die hard.) This is when I began having the students write in a buddy journal,
as Brenda had suggested. In this journal they were allowed to express things they
disliked, enjoyed, or thought needed to be improved on in the buddy program. It was in
this journal that I.began seeing that many of the studeqtgpc$rylly enjoyed taking part in
reading buddies. Q guu. them a place to have a voicel^fiiryVeie having diffirrrlty, ut
times, getting their buddy to listen and work. So we began sharing some of the
difficulties and the successes we were having and how to solve some of the problems.
The students shared a great deal and began helping each other solve problems. I also
shared. Many of the problems the sfudents were having with their grade one buddy were
the same problems I had in the classroom. A real sense of community was developing in
the classroom.

rnTU ltr,ilfrl-
rtn QlVl

This picture speaks a thousand r,vords to me. This shows the type of relationships
I want the children to have. I want them to feel safe with one another so that they can
take risks in their learning. This picture is also an example of the results of our sharing
in the classroom. Brittany was having difficulty getting her buddy to focus on the book
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Mypresentation was titled The Benefits of Books andBuddies in a Class ofNon-
readers' I shared my frustrations about my students attitudes and limited skills at the
beginning of the year. I compared the things they were saying at the beginning of theyeat (I can't read) to their views at the enA of theyear (Don't tell me that word I can
figure it out myself). I compared the students ideas of what reading was and how they

it^":ilry1,jTt1-understandingthroughout the year. I compared their reading abitity atthe beginning of the year and sho*.J how some of them had grown. My presenta;i";
went better than I expected and I fee1rr*tat what I shared had valu. f"{tffi.;.r;;h"^#
struggling readers in their classrooms.

valuefo4;st*,,g;.--

I retumed to school to continue my investigation into action research and what Ihad done in my classroom. At that time I thought i had conducted action research;
however, after reading some of McNiff, Lomax, and whitehead (r996)rrearizetiatr
have not conducted a real action research project. I did not go througlr Jip fudl process ofaction research. I did nor systgqnaf cally investigate my owriaction,"ffi&{n"f, *tion.
I also had no preset plans pi'inibifional action (Mcniff, Lomax & whirehead, 1996).
However, I do believe that I have grolvn tremendousry from looking back onwhat ' 0, r.,1,-r 4 

w
transpired in my classroom last year. (Furthennore, it was not until I sat down to *rit!; ()r^lou

thr,r thgt I could tully appreciate the vilue of a reflective journar. A joumut wouta mu" 'l'.f_1,.helped me tremendously in telring my story. I feel now that there .Lo'-y gup, in *rrut 
LLU I r "

transpired, in the emotions, the difficulties, and the triumphs. l
This process has ied me to many new questions. Frior {o taking this course I had

decided to examine how I courd implement the new curriculum effecti"vely into a sprit
grade 213 class. Although this may,"s![lgqo4lething I will struggle with, I realizid,that
i tdoesnotcomefr9mini iae-.ung.amyfocuStoSomethingthatI
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VALUES*i.r,r,REALITY Ji\'*" {'r-rq'*"'\'t\.,'

My introduction into the world as teacher happened two years ago on my first stage. I
went to visit the teacher and students I would be working with the week before I was to spend
three weeks in their classroom. I retumed to the university honified and in tears. I did not want
to return to that classroom. The teacher tenified me, I could not image how the sfudents in her
class felt.

My first three weeks as a "teacher" were spent consoling, trying to make the students feel
valued and safe while I was feeling insecure and uncomfortable. I had never been in the
classroom as the authority figure and spoke to my host teacher about my insecurities. Her reply
was "be a b**ch like me and you'll have no behavioural problems." From this reply, I knew I
was on my own.

My second ten-week stage was with a kindergarten class and my experience in that
classroom was wonderful. Connie was the warmest, kindest, and most loving teacher. She
started the day with hugs or handshakes fiom the students because she felt tl-rese told her how
each student's day would be like and how she should approach them. This was a teacher who
was in touch with children's emotional side and had created an environment where the children
felt safe to explore and grow.

These two, very different experiences, have had a tremendous impact on me as a teacher.
I am committed to never being a b**ch and to creating the type of environment which allows
children the freedom to explore and grow. These experiences are what led me to be sensitive to
the environment I create in my classtoom.

I think Brandt (199$7) surnmed up the differences between these two teachers:

"... the best teachers know that kids leam more readily when they are emotionally
involved in the lesson because emotion ddves attention, which drives leaming and
memory. Teachers know that emotion is important; they just don't always know what to
do about it'j
I really believe that the emotional part of students must be addressed before the

intellectual. Therefore, I feltit is extremely important to be one ofthe teachers who know what
to do about it.

VALUES TOLWEBY
f 6o'1ext/ \ Inexperienced, nervous, unprepared, excited, I faced my class of 13 students who were

\ h <r'e--,' squashed together in a comer of the tibrary. This was defmitely not the ideal leaming

SCnOO\ environment. How was I to create a sense of community, a safe place where children could leam

^, and take risks?
i\Crb) Bv the end of the first week of school I realized that the students I was working with had

9\ ^ a strong iislike for schooi. They would say things like may day may day, I can't read/write, and l
- \V . hate readi-ng/writing. I needed to find a rvay to change their attitudes and subsequently improve

their skills since 11 out ofthe 21 students were non-readers and all but two ofthe others were

readins below level as shown on the Durrell, a test of reading fluency and comprehension. The

studenis had$rof idea how to read. Some were relying on the sole strategy of sounding out

words while others did not even have this skill.
Consciously I set a goal to improve the students attitude toward leaming but I did not ask

an action research question. However, in hindsight my action research question would be: How

can I create an environment that will foster a positive attitude toward leaming, particularly

reading, in mY students?
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ln order to understand why I had set this goal I must answer this question: Why is the

sense of community and a safe environment important to me? Where do these values originate?

My desire to create a safe environment for children to learn is based on my two practice teaching

experiences. Furthermore, I have developed a strong belief that children must feel safe in their

environment and with those around them before any real learning takes place. Real learning

being defined as an openness to experience new things and develop new skills.

Furthermore, learning to r.ud is a complex task. In order to be able to construct meaning

from text children must be able to recognrze many words automatically. Therefore, when

children are able to decode words attention can be focussed on creating meaning. For children

who develop these skitls reading is rewarding and fun which leads them to read more. However,

for children that struggle with these skills reading can be frustrating. These children would do

anything to avoid r.udirrg a book (Allen, 1998). This is the students who I had in my class' Very

few had developed decoding skills and for most reading was a frustrating task to be avoided'

The differences between skilled and poor readers is called the Matthew Effects. The

implications of the Matthew Effect can be seen in the study by Juel (1988, as cited in Allen,

199g) who found "the probability that a child would remain a poor reader at the end of fourth

grade if the child was a poor reader at the end of first grade was .88." This is not what I wanted

for my students. I was determined to do everything to help them develop their decoding skills

and overcome the frustration they had with reading.

, Soon my class grew to 2t students and I was given more time to work with them. It was
I

$u at this time that I began collaborating with Brenda on a Books and Buddies program which was
, -SL at this time that I began coliaboratmg wlth lJrenda on a r:ooKs itnu Duuurcs Prugl4ru

$('l 
- 

a.ri*.a ,o develop reading and social skills through peer tutoring. The students wo*ld spend a '

llt, rrurr"t.,ou,. , day greeting, ,pi1ing, and reading with their buddy. I thought that this program

iti 
"..".p-ta 

*in u grluti.l J 
"rr.o*ug.^ent 

and praise, fun activities in the. classroom, and

iq-W iinl;tt"rn.work woJd help to improve thi students view of school. (Why I assigned littie

homework is linked to one ofthe ieasons the children had leamed to disliked school.)

I had visited Brenda and Betty's classroom's the year before and I remetnber being

fascinated at how independent the students had become and how both academic and social skills

were being addressed. I also remember thinking how much effort must have went into creating

such an environment. Therefore, when Brenda approached me to begin avery similar program I

thought that this kind of program would help rn.1o create the type of environment that would

help foster a positive attitude toward learning'

A couple months into the school year I was discouraged. I was still hearing from the

children that they hated virtually everything at school including physical education and afi' I

walk slowly down the hall rvith-the weight of the world on my shoulders. Should I be a teacher?

Can I give these children what they n..d and deserve? As I walk into Brenda's (my critical

friend,s) room, she is sitting at her desk. She stops, looks up and asks how things are going?

This was all I needed to open up and share my frustration and insecurities with her' She listens

without judgement and r.rponds bytelling her own story. This dialogue continues and I

gradually fe.t tfr" tension leaving my body. I felt reassured, capable of moving forward'

The above is the perfect example of my interpretation of what a positive learning

environment means: An environment where I feel safe to express myself openly and

honestly...where I can allow myself to be vulnerable with limited fear...peel away the layers of

myself...exposure, acceptance, validation...a place where I can grow as a person and as a
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you don't you will not be able to do your groceries. Reading is important for you.

Reading is how you get to go everywhere' 
Meryssa Grade 2

These two examples illustrate that the children not only understand the importance of

reading but had developed a love for reading. Another example that the students' were

develoling confidence was the test results on the Dunell in June. All of the kids were readers.

All but three of the students improved by a grade level and many improved by much more.

I knew I had reached my goal in May when the one student who had believed strongly all

year that he hated all aspects of school, came up to me and said "I'm a good writer." I knew then

ihat his attitude was changing and he was opening himself up to learning. I had finally reached

the last student in the classroom. Although it was late in the year and he had developed limited

skills, I have hope that he will come to school next year ready to begin to learn

My Professional DeveloPment

I presented at the ICTR in April, not really knowing until after listening to the keynote

speaker, i.un Clandinin, that what I had done was similar to action research. It was at this time

that I realizedthat I belonged at this conference. Prior to the conference I was feeling a little

unsure of whether or not I, a first year teacher, had anything of value to contribute. I realized that

attending the conference had a greatdeal of value for me and as things progressed and I talked

with other teachers I felt more comfortable, I felt safe.

It was during Jean Clandinin's speech that Irealizedthat what I had been researching all

year was how to change my students' negative attitude toward learning. It was also at this

tonference that I realized the strength and value of the relationship that I had developed with

Brenda. Karen and Janice spoke of the openness to vulnerability and shared stories and

emotions. This is exactlythe type of relationship Brenda and I had developed. We were more

than colleagues. She was my critical friend and mentor.

I returned to school to continue my investigation into action research and what I had done

in my classroom. At that time I thought I had conducted action research; howevet, after reading

some of McNiff, Lomax, and Whitehead (1gg6)Irealizethat I have not conducted ateal action

research project. I did not go through the full process of action research. I did not systematically

investigate my own actions called informed action. I also had no preset plans called intentional

action (Mcniffl Lomax & Whitehead, 1996). On the other hand, I discussed this with Judy who

shared that she had taken an action research course whereby she was required to reflect back and

deconstruct their practice. This process, at McGill University was considered action research'

Either wat, I believe that I have grown tremendously from looking back on what

transpired in my .lurrroom last year. It was not until I sat down to write this that I could fully

appreciate the value of a reflective journal. A journal would have helped me tremendously in

telling my story. I feel now that there are many gaps in what transpired, in the emotions, the

difficulties, and the triumphs. Furthermore, it is this process that has led me to want to conduct

research whereby I systematically and intentionally investigate my own practice'

Why is ii important for me to do research? What are the implications for my practice? I

listened to all the members of this class share and say how they feel they are just beginning to be

effective teachers because of this method of research. I want to begin my career feeling that I am

an effective teacher because I am a reflective practitioner and an action researcher' I want to

develop these skills now so that I am driven to constantly and systematically improve what I am

doing. I think this will have a profound effect on my practice and my view of myself as a



teacher. I do not want to look back on my career and say I should have, I want to say I did.
I think the key to be able to look back and say I did is reflection. As Douillard and

Hamilton (1999) stated "Reflection is affected bythe individual, who sometimes looks closely
and at other times takes a broader view. Through reflection we can stay look deep or stay on the
surface." This is also similar to what Clandinin (1999) referred to as telling "real or cover
stories." I believe this year I opened myself up to being vulnerable with Brenda. I was able to
look closely at my practice and share real stories with her. However, Brenda is moving and this
leaves me with a fear of not findine someone to be able to criticallv and honestlv look at my
practices with.

This process of critically looking at my values and my practice has led me to understand
how deeply what I believe influences my teaching and consequently my students. Therefore, to
be an effective teacher I must know myself well. As Palmer (1998) states:

...teaching holds a mirror to the soul. If I am willing to look in that minor and not run
from what I see, I have a chance to gain self-knowledge- and knowing myself is as crucial
to good teaching as knowing my students and my subjects. (p.2)
Finally, this process of critically looking at my practice has led me to many new

questions. Prior to taking this course I had decided to examine how I could implement the new
curriculum effectively into a split grade 213 clasl Although this may still be something I will
struggle with, Ircalizedthat it does not come from inside me. Therefore, I have changed my
focus to something that I value, which is community.

I TFIE NEXT STEP
It was through talking with Jdrutlhat I have decided to continue my focus on the

community but in a broader context and in a systematic way. Our question is: How can we
develop caring individuals whose goals include ways to contribute something positive to the
community (class, school, town) they live in? This time I will, in collaboration with Joann,
follow and adapt an action research model in order to conduct an action research project. I also
hope to be able to bring other teachers from my school into this or a similar project by sharing
with them the process and the benefits.

I have chosen this research question because I had and will have againthis year many
children who tended to get into a great deal of trouble on the playground. These students are also
the ones who were the most difficult to handle in the classroom. I do not believe that children
want to misbehave. I think that if they could develop an understanding of the effects of their
actions on others then there would be less difficulties in and out of the classroom. I also think it
is by giving them an active role in making the classroom, school and community a better place

that they will appreciate their place in that community and their ability to change it.
J{nncand I have defined a caring individual as someone who moves away from the self

or egocentricism and towards an awareness of other's feelings, needs, and problems. We want

the students to recognize the whole picture that they are apart of and the reasons behind

behaviour. We want them to think about how they would feel in another person's situation

before making judgements about them.
We believe we will have evidence of a caing individual from the students' own reflective

journal and pictorial representations of caring, survey questions from both students and parents,

responses to literature, video tapes and pictures of students in the class, parent observations of

the classroom, and stories which the students create to depict kindness.
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VALUES VERSUS REALITY
My introduction into the world u$\.u"h"lhupp.ned two years ago on my first stage. I

went to visit the teacher and students I would be working with the week before I was to spend
three weeks in their classroom. I retumed to the university horrifred and in tears. I did nor want
to retum to that classroom. The teacher terrified me, I could not image how the students in her
class felt.

My first three weeks as a "teacher" were spent consoling, trying to make the students feel
valued and safe while I was feeling insecure and uncomfortable. I had never been in the
classroom as the authority figure and spoke to my host teacher about my insecurities. Her reply
was "be a b**ch like me and you'll have no behavioural problems." From this reply, I knew I
was on my own.

My second ten-week stage was with a kindergarten class and my experience in that
classroom was wonderful. Connie was the warmest, kindest, and most loving teacher. She
started the day with hugs or handshakes from the students because she felt these told her tovh't.\
each student's day would be like and how she should approach them. This was a teacher who
was in touch with children's emotional side and had created an environment where the children
felt safe to explore and grow.

These two, very different experiences, have had a tremendous impact on me as a teacher.
I am committed to never being a b**ch and to creating the type of environment which allows
children the freedom to explore and grow. These experiences are what led me to be sensitive to
the environment I create in my classroom.

I think Brandt (1997) summed up the differences between these two teachers:
"... the best teachers know that kids leam more readily when they are emotionally
involved in the lesson because emotion drives attention, which drives leaming and
memory. Teachers know that emotion is important; they just don't always know what to
do about it"
I really believe that the emotional part of students must be addressed before the

intellectual. Therefore, I felt it is extremely important to be one of the teachers who know what
todoabout l t .  r ' .e ' l  l

(VALI.JESTOLWEBY' L ! - '  ' {  >
Inexperienced, nervous, unprepared, excited, I faced my class of 13 students. I was

teachtng2}Vo, part of the language arts prog(am, in a small school. All the classrooms were
occupied; therefore, my class was held in a comer of the library. This was definitely not the
ideal leaming environment,'' F{o+rrra*as-l-tecrealea-sense-efeornmu*iqt-asafep}aeevdrere--
childre*eeuldjea*and+aker+isks?-.I

In the first weekeight srudents fiom the French system tansferred to our school. All
eight ofthese students were in grade 2 or 3 and were in my class. My class quickly grew to 21
students and I was given more time, 56%, to work with them and by the end of Septembel we
were given a classroom.

By the end of the first week of school I realized that the students Iqas ygrf5ing ryitlr hqd.. 
^*

astrongdlslikeforschool. Theywouldsaythingslikemayd"yrnuyauvflSlntB$&fttiF"?dBi"'-l
hate reading/writing. I needed to find a way to change their attitudes and subsequently improve
their skills since I I out of the 2 I students were non-readers and all but two of the others were
reading below level as shown on the Durrell, a test ofreading fluency and comptehension. The
students had no idea how to read. Some were relying on the sole strategy of sounding out words

othv '\



while others did not even have this skill.
Consciously I set a goal to improve the students attitude toward learning but I did not ask

an action research question. However, in hindsight.my action research question would be: How
can I create an environment that will foster a positive attitude toward learning, particularly
reading, in my students?

In order to understand why I had set this goal I must answer this question: Why is the
sense of community and a safe environment important to me? Where do these values originate?
My desire to create a safe environment for children to learn is based on my two practice teachittg
experiences. Furthermore, I have developed a strong belief that children must feel safe in their
environment and with those around them before any real learning takes place. Real learning
being defined as an openness to experience new things and develop new skills.

It was at this time that I began collaborating r,vith Brenda on a Books and Buddies
Program which was designed to develop reading and social skills through peer tutoring. I
thought that this program accompanied with a great deal of encouragement and praise, fun
activities in the classroom, and little homework would help to improve the students view of
school. (Why I assigned little homework is linked to one of the reasons the children had learned
to disliked school.)

I had visited Brenda and Betty's classroom's the year before and I remember being
fascinated at how independent the students had become and how both academic and social skills
were being addressed. I also remember thinking how much effort must have went into creating
such an environment. Therefore, when Brenda approached me to begin a very similar program I
thought that this kind of program would help me to create the type of environment that would
help foster a positive attitude toward learning.

A couple months into the school year I was discouraged. I was still hearing from the
children that they hated virtually everlthing at school including physical education and art. I
walk slowly down the hall with the weight of the world on my shoulders. Should I be a teacher?
Can I give these children what they need and deserve? As I walk into Brenda's (my critical
friend's) room, she is sitting at her desk. She stops, looks up and asks how things are going?
This was all I needed to open up and share my frustration and insecurities with her. She listens
without judgement and responds by telling her own story. This dialogue continues and I
gradually feel the tension leaving my body. I felt reassured, capable of moving forward.

The above is the perfect example of my interpretation of what a positive learning
environment means: An environment where I feel safe to express myself openly and
honestly...where I can allowmyself to be vulnerable with limited fear...peel awaythe layers of
myself...exposure, acceptance, validation...a place where I can grow as a person and as a
professional. The above example is what Jean Clandinin, at the ITCR (1999), called laying
stories side by side which does not lead to answers but affirmation and more possibilities.

In our discussion Brenda told me that she thought that there was a discrepancy between
what the children were saying and what we were seeing in the classroom. They said they hated
things but once they had begun the task they seemgflJp^q+joy [hemselves. ( Old habits die hard.)
This is when I began having the students write in 4HrhyJdiuhal, as Brenda had suggested. In
this journal they were allowed to express things the} disliked, enjoyed, or thought needed to be
improved on in the buddy program. It was in this journal that I began seeing that many of the
students actually enjoyed taking part in reading bud4ies. I gave them a place to have a voice: a
place where what they had to say was really valued.NYh.y were having difficulty, attimes,



getting their buddy to listen and work. So we began sharing some ofthe difficulties and the
successes we were having and how to solve some ofthe problems. The students shared a great
deal and began helping each other solve problems. I also shared. Many ofthe problems the
students were having with their grade one buddy were the same problems I had in the classroom.
A real senseB_f qggr;nunity was developing in the classroom

,,, \, The RFaZfig Buddf ?rogram is a highly structure multi sensory program which integrates

/ . reading, writing, and spelling together. The students are introduced$$"rry.{1\M.tp.\f"u7,s ,.n e,Lo/ 
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Claim #1

Evidence:

The Reoding Bttddy Program helped to foster a positive attitude toyvard
learning.

1. Students' Journals and Comments
I like my new buddy. We work well together. She is my friend. I like reading with my buddy.
She always points at the words when I read. She is a good buddy.

Although this is not a direct quote from one student's journal it is what I was reading in many
of the students' journals regularly.

2.T eacher O bs ervatio ns
I really saw the improvement in my students' attitudes in March when a new student arrived in
my classroom. She was having difficulty reading. When she came to read to me she said "I
can'tread, it's too hard." It was at this time that I sat back and realizedthatl hadn't heard
those words in such a long time. The students had come so far. They were saying things like
"don't tell me that word I can figure it out myself." One girl's public speech was titled 'I Love
Books.' One student's mother came into school one day with her son and told me that last
year he would fake sick to stay home but today he didn't feel good and wanted to come to
school. These students had come to like school and had developed confidence in themselves.

As the year progressed the students \,vere anxious to get to r,vork with their buddy. They took
their roles as teacher seriously and were excited when they saw progress in their buddy's work.
Some did not realize that they too were improving their skills by helping their little buddy.
One student at the end of the year asked if we would be doing buddies again next year. I told
them that half of them would be staying in my classroom and would do buddies. I heard many
students say "I want to stay and do buddies again."

3. Photo

This picture shows the type of enjoyment that the students had during buddies and the type of
relationships that developed between buddies. This picture also shows the results of our
sharing in the classroom. Brittany was having difficulty getting her buddy to focus on the
book while she was reading. The solution which came out of our sharing was that Brittany
would put her arm around her buddy to help her buddy become more focussed. The type of
sharing that was occuning between the students would not of happened if they did not feel
comfortable with one another. Furthermore, this is an example that these students were
themselves conducting action research into their practices with their reading buddy.



Claim #2 Providing opportunities for students to generate reading strategies improved
their attitude toward reading.

Evidence:

1. Teacher Observations
I asked the class periodically what strategies they used to help them figure out words they did
not know and which they could use to help their buddy learn to read. I recorded these. I had
told the students that last year Mrs. Braun's grade 3 class had found ten ways that helped them.
This made the students eager to find more ways to decode words. Some days a student would
come in and ask: Is this strategy on the list? Our list grew and gradually, with sotne
reinforcement, the students began using strategies suggested by others and showing their
buddies some of the strateqies too.

2. The Strategy List Q.DrrpCtf LCl 
-fO

. sound it out

b tq.,-\ n rrue Ctpl>\-O 0 Lt S
'.J ) "b t-!_ediTq

J. look at the picture
. skip it and go back
. look for a little word in a bie word
. cut the word in half
. break it into syllables
. look in the dictionary
. give them the beginning sound
. 'wait 5 seconds and tell the r,vord
. look for a spelling pattern
o {hink of a rhyming word

3. Students 'Journals
Reading can teach yott to write. I love library books becattse they are funny. Some are sad.
The more yolt read the better you get. Reading helps you in life. Books are special to people
in some wcty. It makes people smarter. They have special things inside them. Whenyott
practice it helps yoLt so you can read better. I think Kevin likes to read books because they are
interesting to him. The more ))ou read the better you like it. When you read a book you learn
aboutfeelings. Yott have to practice yottr sounds and lookfor rhyming words.

I think this shows an understanding of the importance of reading while integrating some ideas
of how to learn to read.
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Claim #3 The change in students' attitude improved their reading scores. 

a\
Leaming to read is a complex task. In order to be able to construct meaning fi'om text 

^\'children must be able to recognize many words automatically. Therefore, when children are able \i
to decode words attention can be focussed on creating meaning. For children who develop these N \
skills reading is rewarding and fun which leads them to read more. However, for children that il
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struggle with these skills reading can be frustrating. These children would do anything to avoid
reading a book (Allen, 1998). This is the students who I had in my class. Very fer,v had
developed decoding skills and for most reading was a frustrating task to be avoided.

The differences between skilled and poor readers is called the Matthew Effects. The
implications of the Matthew Effect can be seen in the study by Juel (1988, as cited in Allen,
1998) who found "the probability that a child would remain a poor reader at the end of fourth
grade if the child was a poor reader at the end of first grade was .88." This is not what I wanted
for my students. I was determined to do everything to help them develop their decoding skills
and overcome the frustration they had with readins.

Evidence:

1. Test Scores
Each student was tested using the Dunell, a test of reading fluency and comprehension, at the
beginning of the year and again in June. All of the kids were readers. All but three of the
students improved by a grade level and many improved by much more. See the attached for a
more detailed description of the results.

2. One Student's Development
In May, the one student who had believed strongly all year that he hated al1 aspects of school,
came up to me and said "I'm a good writer." I knew then that his attitude was changing and he
was opening himself up to learning. I had finally reached the last student in the classroom.
Although it was late in the year and he had developed limited skills, he really began to improve
in those last few weeks.

3. A Parent's Comment

Last year I had to fight with my child every day to do her homework. She would kick and scream
and reflise to do it. This year she will sit with her little brother and read to him (her little brother
is also a little buddy) and then he reads to her. It is nice not to have to fight with her and her
reading has come a long way this year. She has really gotten a boost. Thank-you.

N/TY PROFES SIONAL DEVELOPMENT
I presented at the ICTR in April, not really knowing until after listening to the keynote

speaker, Jean Clandinin, that what I had done was similar to action research. It was at this time
that I realized that I belonged at this conference. Prior to the conference I was feeling a little
unsure of whether or not I, a first year teacher, had anything of value to contribute. Irealized that
attending the conference had a great deal of value for me and as things progressed and I talked
with other teachers I felt more comfortable, I felt safe.

It was during Jean Clandinin's speech that Ircalizedthat what I had been researching all
year was how to change my students' negative attitude toward learning. It was also at this
conference that I realized the strength and value of the relationship that I had developed with
Brenda. Karen and Janice spoke of the openness to vulnerability and shared stories and
emotions. This is exactly the type of relationship Brenda and I had developed. We were more
than colleagues. She was my critical friend and mentor.



I returned to school to continue my investigation into action research and what I had done
in my classroom. At that time I thought I had conducted action research; howeve r, aft.er reading
some of McNiff, Lomax, and Whitehead (1996)Ireahze that I have not conducted arcalaction
research project. I did not go through the full process of action research. I did not systematically
investigate my own actions called informed action. I also had no preset plans called intentional
action (Mcniff, Lomax & Whitehead, 1996). On the other hand, I discussed this with Judy who
shared that she had taken an action research course whereby she was required to reflect back and
deconstruct their practice. This process, at McGill University was considered action research.

Either wBY, I believe that I have grown tremendously from looking back on what
transpired in my slassroom last year. It was not until I sat down to write this that I could fully
appreciate the value of a reflective journal. A joumal would have helped me tremendously in
telling my story. I feel now that there are many gaps in what transpired, in the emotions, the
difficulties, and the triumphs. Furthermore, it is this process that has led me to want to conduct
research whereby I systematically and intentionally investigate my own practice.

Why is it important for me to do research? What are the implications for my practice? I
listened to all the members of this class share and say how they feel they are just beginning to be
effective teachers because of this method of research. I want to begin my career feeling that I am
an effective teacher because I am a reflective practitioner and an action researcher. I want to
develop these skills now so that I am driven to constantly and systematically improve what I am
doing. I think this will have a profound effect on my practice and my view of myself as a
teacher. I do not want to look back on my career and say I should have, I want to say I did.

I think the key to be able to look back and say I did is reflection. As Douillard and
Hamilton (1999) stated "Reflection is affected bythe individual, who sometimes looks closely
and at other times takes a broader view. Through reflection we can stay look deep or stay on the
surface." This is also similar to what Clandinin (1999) referred to as telling "real or cover
stories." I believe this year I opened myself up to being vulnerable with Brenda. I was able to
look closely at my practice and share real stories with her. However, Brenda is moving and this
leaves me with afear of not finding someone to be able to critically and honestly look at my
practices with.

This process of critically looking at my values and my practice has led me to understand
how deeply what I believe influences my teaching and consequently my students. Therefore, to
be an effective teacher I must know myself well. As Palmer (1998) states:

...teaching holds a mirror to the soul. If I am willing to look in that minor and not run
from what I see, I have a chance to gain self-knowledge- and knorving myself is as crucial
to good teaching as knowing my students and my subjects. @.2)
Finally, this process of critically looking at my practice has led me to many new l

questions. Prior to taking this course I had decided to examine how I could implement the ney
curriculum effectively into a split grade 213 class. Although this nray still be something I will'
struggle with, I realized that it does not come from inside me. Therefore, I have changed my
focus to something that I value, which is community.

lr?,rr,k.Tlp IMPLICAIIONS OF MY RESEARCH
I think tfre Reidilg-eiiahfptrt gtii":Wfrich was developed by Brenda Braun and Beny

Kreuger is valuable for many classroom teachers. Betty and Brenda have researched its
effectiveness with second language learners and found it to be a great success. Vicky has looked
into the social aspects of the program and found that it fosters positive relationships and



behaviours. Finally, I have investigated the program's usefulness in fostering a positive attitude
toward learning in a class of non readers and found it to be valuable. The program has been used

at various age levels, from kindergarten to grade three.
I believe, that in combination, this research shows the usefulness of this program in

virtually any classroom. It is important for teachers who would like to develop a program such

as this to adapt it to fit the needs of their students.
Next year, at Sherbrooke Elementary, Vicky and Betty will each be working with new

partners to include four classes of students working on this program. I will also be working with

a new partner. As we bring in new people, I am sure there will be new findings about the

usefulness of the program and more adaptations made /\

TIIE NEXT STEP I
It was through talking with JoAnne that I have decided to continue my focus on the 'i

community but in a broader context and in a systematic way. Our question is: How can we !

develop caring individuals whose goals include ways to contribute something positive to the : '

community (class, school, town) they live in? This time I will, in collaboration with JoAnne,

follow and adapt an action research model in order to conduct an action research project. I also

hope to be able to bring other teachers from my school into this or a similar project by sharing

with them the process and the benefits.
I have chosen this research question because I had and will have againthis year many

children who tended to get into a great deal of trouble on the playground. These students are also

the ones who were the most difficult to handle in the classroom. I do not believe that children

want to misbehave. I think that if they could develop an understanding of the effects of their

actions on others then there would be fewer difficulties in and out of the classroom. I also think

it is by giving them an active role in making the classroom, school and community a better place

that they will appreciate their place in that community and their ability to change it.

JoAnne and I have defined a caring individual as someone who moves away from the self

or egocentricism and toward an awareness of others' feelings, needs, and problems. We want the

students to recognize the whole picture that they are apart of and the reasons behind behaviour.

We want them to think about how they would feel in another person's situation before making
judgements about them.

We believe we will have evidence of a caring individual from the students' own reflective
journal and pictorial representations of caring, survey questions from both students and parents,

responses to literature, video tapes and pictures of students in the class, parent observations of

the classroom, and stories which the students create to depict kindness.
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